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Currently, artificial neural networks are widely used in solving a variety of 

problems and are used where traditional algorithms were not efficient. Neural networks 

are used in control systems, text recognition, spam filtering, and are also used in 

security and other fields. 

Neural network training 

Artificial neural networks are made up of elements that are like a biological 

neuron. These elements are then organized in a manner that can correspond to the 

anatomy of the brain. Despite such superficial similarities, artificial neural networks 

exhibit an amazing number of properties inherent in the brain. For example, they are 

trained based on experience, that is, they generalize previous cases to new ones. For 

artificial neural networks, learning is understood as the process of setting up the 

network architecture (the structure of connections between neurons) and the weights 

of synaptic connections (affecting the signals of the coefficients) to effectively solve 

the problem. Typically, neural network training is carried out on some sample. As the 

training progresses, the network begins to respond better to the assigned teams. A 

trained network can be resistant to some deviations of the input data, which allows it 

to correctly «see» an image containing various noise and distortions [1, c. 2] 

There are three ways of learning: with a teacher, self-study and mixed. A feature 

of teaching with a teacher is that along with the input vector, the output vector is also 

known, and the weights are adjusted to minimize errors. In self-study, the selection of 

weighting coefficients is carried out according to the appropriate learning strategies 

using certain algorithms. In blended learning, the two above approaches are combined. 

There are many training algorithms; the most successful algorithm is the back 

propagation of the error. It is a gradient descent algorithm that minimizes the total 

quadratic error. The main goal is to calculate the sensitivity of network errors to 

changes in weights. The difference between the real and the correct responses of the 

neural network, determined on the output layer, propagates in the opposite direction – 

towards the signal flow. As a result, each neuron can determine the contribution of 

each of its weight to the total network error. With such training, there is a chance that 
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the algorithm will hit the local minimum. For this, special techniques are used to 

exclude the solution found from the local minimum [2, c. 3]. 

The use of neural networks 

Today, artificial neural networks are used in many fields. With the help of neural 

networks, an important task in the field of telecommunications is successfully solved 

– design and optimization of communication networks. In addition to managing flow 

routing, neural networks are used to obtain effective solutions in the design of new 

telecommunication networks. 

One of the most popular applications of neural networks at present is speech 

recognition. 

Another area is price and production management. Since the demand and 

conditions for the sale of products depend on time, season, exchange rates and many 

other factors, the volume of production should be flexibly varied in order to optimize 

the use of resources (the neural network system reveals complex relationships between 

advertising costs, sales, price, competitors' prices, day of the week, season, etc.). As a 

result of using the system, an optimal production strategy is selected in terms of 

maximizing sales or profits [5]. 

The study of demand allows you to keep the company’s business in a competitive 

environment, that is, maintain constant contact with consumers through «feedback». 

Large companies conduct consumer surveys to find out what factors are decisive for 

them when buying this product or service, why in some cases preference is given to 

competitors and what products the consumer would like to see in the future. The 

analysis of the results of such a survey is a rather difficult task, since there are many 

correlated parameters. The neural network system allows you to identify complex 

relationships between demand factors, predict consumer behavior when changing 

marketing policies, find the most significant factors and optimal advertising strategies, 

as well as outline the consumer segment that is most promising for a given product. 

Neural networks are also used to predict short-term and long-term trends in 

various fields. 
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Neural networks are also used in science, for example, they write unique texts 

for websites, which are not yet professional, but already very solid, they write news for 

some AI news agencies. Moreover, they create scientific articles. As part of the 

experiment, a whole database of scientific articles was loaded into the neural network, 

after analyzing which the network itself wrote several dozen, sent them to several 

scientific journals, where some were even published. This fact can speak both about 

the negligence of the editors of these magazines, and about the high quality of articles 

written by the network. 

In medical diagnostics, neural networks are used, for example, for the diagnosis 

of hearing in infants. An objective diagnostic system processes the recorded «evoked 

potentials» (brain responses), manifested in the form of bursts on the 

electroencephalogram, in response to the sound stimulus synthesized during the 

examination. 

Development prospects 

Potential applications of artificial neural networks are those where human 

intelligence is ineffective, and traditional calculations are time-consuming or 

physically inadequate (i.e., they do not reflect or poorly reflect real physical processes 

and objects). The relevance of the use of neural networks increases many times when 

it becomes necessary to solve poorly formalized tasks. The rapid development of neural 

networks is improving in many areas of human life, but at the same time there is a 

danger of reducing a large number of jobs, and sometimes completely eliminating an 

entire profession, because the network will make it faster, better and cheaper. People 

will have to look for new approaches to fulfilling their tasks, someone will get new 

work tools that open up new horizons. The whole world and life in it will completely 

change [3, c. 2]. 

The above examples show that neural network technologies are applicable in 

almost any field, and in tasks such as pattern recognition and stock quotes forecasting, 

they have become a familiar and widely used tool. The widespread penetration of 

neural technologies in other areas is only a matter of time. Of course, the introduction 

of new high technology is a complicated process, but practice shows that investments 
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not only pay off and bring benefits, but also give tangible benefits to those who use 

them. 

 Artificial neural networks are currently an important extension of the concept 

of computation. They have already allowed to cope with several difficult problems and 

promise the creation of new programs and devices that can solve problems that so far 

only human can do. Many hopes regarding neural networks today are associated 

precisely with hardware implementations, but so far, the time for their mass market 

entry has apparently not yet come. They are either available as part of specialized 

devices, or are quite expensive, and often both. Considerable time is spent on their 

development, during which software implementations on the latest computers are only 

an order of magnitude less productive, which makes the use of neuroprocessors 

unprofitable. But all these are only a matter of time – neural networks have to go the 

same way that computers have only recently developed, increasing their capabilities 

and productivity, capturing new areas of application as new tasks arise and the 

technical basis for their development develops [1, c. 1-3]. 
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